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1. Introduction 

It is well known that a topology γ for a set X is the uniform topology for 

some uniformity for X if and 0 '11y if the topological space (X, 'jí) is completely 

regular. (1) F. A. Behrend has also given some necessary and sufficient conditions 

for the uniformizability of a topologicaI space by means of the concept of a str

ing. (2) In the present paper we shall also discuss on the necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the unifoI'mizability based on the convergence cIass(3), the uniform 

covering system and the idea of locally cofinal subdirected set. 

Before starting the theorem, it should be mentioned that the necessary termin

oIogy and uniform structures may be found in 1. L. KeIIey[IJ. 1'1 particular, a 

uniformity for a set X is a non-void family 7Jl of subsets of XXX such that 

a) Each member of 7Jl contains the diagonal .6., 

b) If U f 7Jl, then U-I f U, 

c) If UfVl, then VoV c U for some Vf U, 

d) If U and V are members of 7Jl, then UnVf 7Jl, 

e) If Uf7Jl and UCVcXXX, then Vf ù1, 

The pair (X,7Jl) is a uniform space. 

2. Lemmas and notations. 

In the first place we are cO 'J.cerned with some definitions on directed sets. A 

directed set is defined as follows: a binary relation 는 directs a set D if D is non 

void and 

a) If m, n,p fD with η{:2:. n, n는p then m는p， 

b) If m fD, then m는m， 

c) If m, n fD , then there is p in D such that p는m， p"2= n. 

A directed set is a pair (D , 는) such that 는 directs D. 

DEFINITION 1. A subset E of a directed set (D, 는) is calIed a sκbdirected set 
of D if and only if the binary relation 므 directs E 

Suppose that for each a in a set A , we are given a directed set (D a' > a). 

"_.- ~._._ .. _--_. 
(1) 1. L. Ke lIey [1 ) 
(2) r. A. Behrend [3) 
(3) C. Y. í{im [2) 

• 
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DEFINITION 2. A subset D, of a product directed set (X (Da:a fA) , 르) is called 

locally colinal if and only if each coordinate set (da:dfD J, da is the a-th coordi

nate of d) of DJ is cofinal in Da. 

DEFINITION 3. Two directed sets DJ and D2 are simila1' if and only if there 

exists a one-to-one correspondence between them which preserves the order 므 • 

We now define some notations: Jf the sequence c= (Xn) , n=1 ,2,3, 000 converges 

to a point X in a topological space X , then wc denote it by the ordered pair (c, x) 

= (XJ , X2 , ooo;x) or briefly by Cx and cx(n) means the set of all elements which 

follows X n in c, that is, cx (η)= 대 : i> n 1. Now if X is a topological space with 

the topology 찢， then it can be casily scen that the following Lemmas hold. 

LEMMA 1. It k = (cx: X fX) is a lamily 01 all the seqμeηces each 01 them 

conνeγges to some point iη X in the sense 01 c;t, then we have 

a) For each poillt X in X , the neighborhood system ôt (x) 01 the point X is dir

gcted by c. 
(111 this case we μse a symbol >x as a biηary relation instead 01 c) 

b) 1/ cx= (xJ' X2 , ooo;X}fk , theη the natural numbeγ n(cx' N) is zμtiquely determ-

t·ηed lor each neighborhood N 01 X and il N > x N ’ , then lor each c /0ι cowergz·yzg 

to x, n (cx' N)르n(c" ， N ’). 

PROOF. a) is clear. 

b) Let c,,= (X J, X2. oo ; x) fk , then for each neighborhoa::l Nfôt(X) , there are na

tural numbers m(c", N) such that cx(m(c", N))cN. Let π (c" N) be the minimum 

of such m(c", N) ’s for c" and N , then η (cx • N) is a natural mumber and uniquely 

determined. And if N > x N' , then NcN ’ and therefore n(cx' N) 르 n(cx, N'). 

Let ôt(x) = (N(x)) be the neighborhood system of X in X. Then (ôt(x) , >x} is 

a directed set 

We now consider the product directed set (D , 므 ) = x (ôt(x): X fX l. Then by 
Lemma 1, b) the following Lemma holds. 

LEMMA 2. 1/ cx= (X i> X2… ; X}fL', tlzell tlze natural number n(cx , d) is uniq-
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μely determined lor each d iη D, and if d늘d’ in D, then lor each Cxf.c. 

n(cx' d) 르n(cx ， d') ， 

PROOF, Let n(cpd) =11(cx, dx)' where dx is the x-th coordinate of d , Then by 

lemma 1, b) , n(cx , d) is uniquely determined andif d르d' then n(cx' d) 르 11(cx ， d') ， 

Now let (X, U1) be the uniform space whose uniform topology is 잊， Then for 

each U in u1 and each x fX , {U[xJJ is the neighborhood system of x in X , Then 

for each U in u1 there correspond only one member d in D, such that U[x] =dx 

for each x in X , Hence let D, be the set of dfD (such that for each x in X ,dx 

=U[xJ) corresponding to each U in U1, Then we have 

LEMMA 3, u1 is directed by C. And D, is the sub-directed set 01 D which 

z"s similar to U1, And D, is locally colinal in D, 

PROOF , If d ，는d2 in D" then for each x in X d ,x >x d2p therefore for their 

corresponding elements U" U2, in U1, U ,[x] C U2[x] for each x in X , That is, 

U ,cU2, Hence D, is similar to U1, And also since for each x in X , {Ulxl :UfU1} 

is the neighborhood system of x, D, is locally cofinal in D, 

Let (X , U1) be the unifom space with the uniform topology CY , and let ðl: (x) be 

the neighborhood system of x in X , and let oc be the family of all sequences 

converging to some points in X , 

Now we denote the set cx(n(cx , d)) = (xi:i>n(cx , d)} bycx(d) and let A(x, d)= 

u {cx(d):cx f ι， and x and d are fixed ) and B(x, d) = ((x ,y): y fA(x , d)}. Then 

LEMMA 4, B(d)=U(B(x,d):XfX} is identical with U in u1 which corresþoηds 

to d in D" 

PROOF, It is clear that B(d)cU, Let (x， y) εU， Since cx= {y, y , x, x, ''';x} conv-

erges to x relative to the uniform topology , Cx belongs to oC, And since all elem-

ents of Cx belong to U [x] = d x, 11 (cx, d) = 1, therefore y f cx(d) and (x , Y)fB(d) or 

UCB(d) , Hence U=B(d) , 

3, Theorems, 
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Let L be the set of all sequences Cx converging to some point x in a uniform 

space (X , V1). Then we have 

THEOREM 1. a) There z's a locally cofz"nal subdirected set D 1 of the prodzκ.t 

d z"rected set (X{ æ" (x):x fX) ， 르). 

b) If Cx U: , then η (cx ' d) is μηiqμely deterηzined for eαch d 때 D1 and if d르d’ 

t·η D 1 then n(cx' d) 르n(cx' d ’ ). 

c) (i) For each dfD1 and each X iη X , theγe' is a member d' in D1 such lhat 

ifx ε cy(d') where cy f oC, then there is Cx foι with Cx(d)3 Y. 

(i i) For each dfD 1 and each X iη X , there is a member d ’ zη D1 Sμch that 

if x a yCd’) and y εc.(d') ， wltere cy, c. f L', theη there is a seqμe%ce Czlz·?Z aι with 

C.’ (d) 3 x. 

PROOF. a) By lemma 3 it is clear. 

b) By lemma 2 it is clear. 

c) (i) Let dfD 1 a"ld x fX , then there is a member U in 111 corresponding to d. 

Since lJ1 is the unifoll11ity for X there is a member U' 1 in v1 which corresponds 

to d ’ in D 1• lf x belongs to cy(d’), where CyfoC, then (y, x) ε B(y, d ’ )CB(d’)= 

U'I , hence (X, y)f U=B(d). And it is clear that cx= (y , y, x, x, …;씨 converges to 

x and y fcx(d). 

Ci i) Let U f V1 and x εX， then there is a member V f Vl such that V oVcU for 

sOme V in V1. Let d, d’ f D1 correspond to U, V , respectively. Now if c.(d')3 y 

and cyCd’) 3 x, where cy' C.foC. then (z, y) , (y, X)fV , therefore (z, X)fVoVCU , or 

(z, x)fB(d). Hence x f C. ’ (d) for some c. ’ in 4. 

Let X be a topological space with the topology ';t and let 'ðt (x) be the neighb 

orhood system of X in X. Then lN(x) :N(X)fæ" (X)) is directed by C. We denote 

C by >x. 
In order to clear our statements we describe some notations again. Let D be 

the product directed set X ('ðt (X) : Xf X) and let oc be he family of all sequences 

each uf them converges to some poillt in X. lf the sequence C={Xl , X2 , ............ ) 

converges to X fX, then we denote it by cX' For cach neighbrohood N(x) of X 
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and each sequence Cx == {x J, X2 , ...... ; X} ε..c， there is a minimal number η (cx ' N(x)) 

such that if i>n then xi εN(x). Let cx(N(x))== {Xj: i>n(cx, N(x))) and for each 

dfD let cx(d) =cx(dx)' where dx means the x-th coordinate of d. 

THEOREM 2. A topological space (x , 찢) is μniformizable if and only if thcre 

is a locally cofinal subdirected set D, of D sμch that 

(i) For each d in D, and each x in X , there is a member d' in D, sμch tJ.ι'lt 

if x ε cyCd') for some cy in ι ， then y f cx(d) for some Cx f ..c. 

(ii) For each d iκ D, and each x in X , there is a member d ’ 써 D , such tJ:at 

ZJ X f cyCd') and y f cz(d') for some C:r;, cy in ..c, then x f Cz’ (d) for some Cz’ m J. 

PROOF. The necessity follows from theorem 1. We now prove the sufficiency. 

For x ε X and dfD" let A(x, d)==u {c:r; (d): C:r; fL') and let B(x, d) = {(x, y):y fA 

(x , d) ) and B(d) == U {B(x, d); x f X}. And let v1 be the family of all set U each 

of them contains B(d) for some d in D ,. 

We now first prove that v1 is the uniformity for X. 

(a) If UεV1， then U contains some B(d) == U {B(x, d) x fX} , and because cx== {x , 

x, x, ... ;xJ belongs to ..c, B(x, d) contains (x, x) and therefore for each x in X , 

(X , X)f U, hence U그.0... 

(b) Let UfV1, then U그B(d) for some d in D ,. By the condition (i) there is d ’ 

in D, such that if x f cyCd’), then y ε cx(d) for some Cx in ..c. Now we show that 

U-' contains B(d’). Let (y, x)fB(d’), then by definition of B(d’) there is some 

cy in L' with x fCyCd'). Hence by above condition (i) cid)3 y for some c); in L'. 

That is , (x, y) f B(x, d) c B(d) c U , or (y, x) ε U-'. Therefore U-' contains B(d') 

and U-'fV1 

(c) Let UfV1, then U그B(d) for some d in D ,. Let d ’ be an element of D , 

which satisfies the condition (ii) for d. And let B(d')=V and let (X ,Z)fVoV , 

then forsomeyin X (x ,y) f V and (y, z) ε Vor (x, y) , (y ,:.) f B(d’). Hence y f cx(d') 

for some Cx f ι andz ε cy(d’) for some c y f L'. By (ii) there is some cx' in .c such 

that Z f Cx’ (d). That is, (x , z)fB(d)cU or V oVcU. 

(d) Let U , V f V1, then for some d and d' in D" B(d)CU and B(d’ )cV. Since 

D, is a directed set there is d" in D, such that d"늘d， d”는d'. Hence B(d")cB(d) 

and B(d")cB(d') or UnV그IB(d)nB(d')그B(d"). That is, UnV f α. 
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Now we prove that the uniform topology for lJ1 is identical with the topology 

CY. For the uniform topology '}: 1 of the uniformity lJ1, {U[x]; UεlJ1} is the neigh

borhood system of X in X. From the construction of the uniformity lJ1, it is 

cleé\ r that the family {U[x]; UεVl} is a subfamily of the neighborhood system 

ÕI: (x) in the sense of the topology CY. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that 

{ U[x] : UεlJ1 } is the b2-se for ÕI: Cx). 

Let N(x) be the neighborhood of x relative to the topology 7. Then there is a 

member d in D whose x-th coordinate dx is N(x). Since DI is locally cofinal, 

there is a member d' in DI such that dx’ >x dx• Then A(x, d ’ ) =dx'cN(x). On 

the other hand (A(x , d) ; dfDd is the base for the neighborhood system of x 

relative to the uniform topology 71. Thcrefore { U[x] : UεVl } is the base for ÕI: (x). 

1n the following theorcm we also give some other neccssary and sufficient 

condition for the uniformizability of a topological space based on the uniform 
covering system and the idea of locally cofinal subdirected set. The uniform 

covering system φ is a collection of covers of a set X such that: 

(a) if (:t and ,[are members of φ， then there is a mem ber of φ which is a 

refinement of both α and ι ; 

(b) if Otfφ ， then there is a member of φ which is a star refinement of α; and 

(c) if Ct is a cover of X and some refinement of α belongs to φ， then α 

belongs to φ， 

And the family of all sets of the form u (AXA: A fOt) for ot in φ is a base 

for some uniformity lJ1 fOr X. 

Now we consider the product directed set {D , 르} =X{õI: (X):XfX) in lemma 2. 

Then each member d of D can be considered a covering of a topological space X 

and D is a covering system of X. It can easily seen that the above conditions 

(a) and (c) in the uniform covering system are satisfied for this covering system 

D. Now we prove the following theorem: 

THEOREM 3. A toþological s양ace (X ,7) is uηiform‘:zable if and 0ηly if there is 

a locally cofinal sμbdirected set DI in D such that if dεDI' then there exists a 

member of DI' μIhich is a star refinement of d. 

PROOF. Sufficiency. If DI is the locally cofinal subdirected set of D which 

satisfies the condition in the theorem , then DI is a uniform covering system for 

X. Hence the family of all sets of tìle form U {NXN:Nfd} for d in DI is a base 

for some uniformity lJ1 for X. And since DI is locally cofinal in D, the uniform 

topology is identical with topology γ of X. This is precisely the situation which 
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occurs in the proof the theorem 2, 

Necessity, Let (X, Vl) be a uniform space, Then vl is a directed set and the 

family {U[x]:UεVl} is the neighborhood system of X and by lemma 3 there is a 

locally cofinal subdirected set DI in D= X (òt(x) :XfX} which is similar to ù1 , 
where ôt' (x) = {U[x] :UfVl}. We now prove that the covering system DI of X 

satisfies the condition (b) in the uniform covering system, Let dfD1, then there 

exists a member U in vl which corresponds to ‘ d , Since vl is the uniformity for 

X , there exists a symmetric member V in vl such that V oVoVcU, Let d’ in DI be 

the member corresponding to V , thenrfor each X in X , V[x] is a x-th coordinate 

of d , and d' is a covering of X whose members are {V [X]:XfX}. Let V[y] be 

any member of covering d' with V[y]ηV[X] 록 o and let ZfV[y] , then (x,z) fVoVoV 

cU because of the symmetricity of V , Hence V[y]cU[x] , that is, d ’ is the star 

refinement of d , 
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